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Spontaneous light emission in complex nanostructures
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The spontaneous emission of an excited atom surrounded by different materials is studied in the framework
of a semiclassical approach, where the transition dipole moment acts as the source of the emission field. The
emission in the presence of semiinfinite media, metallic nanorings, spheres, gratings, and other complex
geometries is investigated. Strong emission enhancement effects are obtained in some of these geometries
associated to the excitation of plasmons~e.g., in nanorings or spheres!. Furthermore, the emission is shown to
take place only along narrow angular distributions when the atom is located inside a low-index dielectric and
near its planar surface, or when metallic nanogratings are employed at certain resonant wave lengths. In
particular, axially symmetric gratings made of real silver metal are considered, and both emission rate enhance-
ment and focused far-field emission are achieved simultaneously when the grating is decorated with further
nanostructures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The spontaneous emission~SE! of photons by excited at
oms has captured the attention of many researchers for a
time.1–12 When an excited atom is placed in a homogene
medium, the emitted electromagnetic field takes the sa
form as that produced by an electric dipole. The directio
intensity of the dipolar far field exhibits a maximum valu
for the direction perpendicular to the dipole, while the em
sion is forbidden along the parallel direction.13

Nevertheless, the SE field can be strongly modified if
atom is surrounded by materials of different composition a
shape, as it was predicted by Purcell1 and later corroborated
experimentally.14–16 Theoretical proposals along this dire
tion have been made, some of them consisting in surrou
ing the emitter by different kinds of dielectrics an
metals.2,17–19

In particular, photonic crystals have been used to c
trol light propagation3–6,20–25 and to achieve enhance
ment5,6,22,24,26or suppression3 of the SE field. Another possi
bility consists in placing the atom inside an optic
cavity:7,27–30 again this can lead to either inhibition8 or
enhancement26 of the emission probability. Left-hande
materials,9 mirrors,31–33 sharp metallic tips,34 waveguides,35

or quantum dots36,37 can also be used to modify the SE fe
tures. The physical processes involved in these phenom
are of quantum nature, such as quantum interference,22 quan-
tum degeneration,38 or proximity effects in plasmon
resonances.10

The modification of SE by a dielectric sphere has be
studied analytically within the framework of classical9,39 and
quantum40 electrodynamics, and also in the limit of stron
interactions between the atom and the sphere,41 in which
case the level populations experience Rabi oscillations
the decay rate is no longer a valid magnitude to describe
decay of the system. Rabi oscillations are important wh
the atom is placed inside a dielectric sphere,11 sometimes
giving rise to enhancement of the SE.42–45

Metallic nanostructures have been shown to increase
0163-1829/2004/69~20!/205414~12!/$22.50 69 2054
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strength of the electromagnetic field in the context
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy~SERS!,46–50 in a
similar way as in SE.

Not only the emission probability is modified by the e
vironment, but the angular distribution of emitted photo
can be substantially changed and in some cases the SE
shows a very sharp directionality.33,36 This is the case in
particular of metallic wave guides with some addition
structure.51,52 This type of geometries has been applied
microwaves since the 1970’s to increase the directionality
oriented antenna designs, and renewed interest has em
more recently as applications in the visible and near infra
regions are becoming practical.53–57 More specifically, light
can be funneled into hole arrays much smaller than
wavelength,53 and also through subwavelength slits in met
lic thin films.56 Light collimation by a hole decorated on th
exit side of the film,54,55and enhancement in transmission
decorating the input side54,57have also been achieved. Dire
tionality in antenna designs can be also obtained by mod
ing the properties of the ground plane.58

In this work, we present a simple model of SE in sem
infinite media as a first example of systems that can give
to both enhancement and directionality effects. The emitt
atom is described by the electric dipole moment correspo
ing to the atomic transition under consideration.

More elaborated geometries need other sophisticated t
which permit solving Maxwell’s equations in the presence
objects of arbitrary shape. Among them, both the Gree
tensor method59–61 and the boundary element metho
~BEM!,62 have been successfully used to several proble
the latter will be the one applied in this work. The atom
described within a semiclassical approach and the boun
conditions on the interfaces between different materials
imposed by means of surface charge and current distr
tions, which will become the sources of the reflected a
scattered electromagnetic fields. In the problem that conc
us, the BEM is applied to the study of the interaction of t
SE field with spheres, rings, and gratings. Strong enhan
ment both in the total emission and in the angular directi
©2004 The American Physical Society14-1
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ality of the emitted field is achieved.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we presen

semiclassical treatment of the SE process and apply it to
calculation of the emission width in a homogeneous m
dium; Sec. III is devoted a model for semi-infinite media a
some results of its application are presented; A method
dealing with more complicated geometries will be the su
ject of Sec. IV, which will be applied to several metall
systems in subsequent sections~rings in Sec. VI, spheres in
Sec. V, and gratings in Sec. VII!. Finally, the main conclu-
sions will be summarized in Sec. VIII.

II. SPONTANEOUS EMISSION IN A HOMOGENEOUS
MEDIUM

We consider a two-level atom withCg(r ) andCe(r ) be-
ing the wave functions of the ground state and the exc
state, respectively. With these wave functions we can bui
SE electron current density63,64

j ~r !52 i
e\

m
Cg* ~r !¹W Ce~r !,

which, invoking the charge continuity equation, gives rise
a charge density given by

r~r !5
1

iv
¹W • j ~r !. ~1!

A time dependencee2 ivt is implicitly understood in this ex-
pression, wherev is the frequency of the emitted photon.

The electric field created by these densities can be wri
as

E~r !5E dr 8F ik

c
G~r2r 8!j ~r 8!2

1

e
¹W rG~r2r 8!r~r 8!G ,

~2!

whereG(r )5exp(ik8r )/r is the Green function of the scala
Helmholtz equation,k5v/c, andk85kAe.

Now, we make use of the dipole approximation, that
the fact that the atomic dimensions are much smaller than
radiation wave length, and therefore we approxim
e2 ik8•r8'1. In this case we can make use of

E drj ~r !52 ivd, ~3!

where d5e^Cgur uCe& is the dipole matrix element of th
electronic transition.

The part containing the charge density in Eq.~2! gives a
longitudinal contribution to the far field, and since the to
field has to be transversal, this longitudinal contribution m
cancel out the one coming from the current density. In
far-field limit, the integral in Eq.~2! can be expressed i
terms of the dipole matrix elementd as
20541
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E~r→`!5
eik8r

r
f,

wheref5k2@d2 r̂ (d• r̂ )# is the far-field SE amplitude andr̂
5r /r .

To calculate the emission probability per unit time, w
construct the Poynting vectorS from the electric and mag
netic far fields asS52Re@(c/4p)(E3H* )#. Again in the
far-field limit, S• r̂5(c/2p)ufu2r 22Ae and we find the emis-
sion rate to be

G5
1

\vE dV r 2S• r̂5
4

3\
k3Aeudu2. ~4!

III. SPONTANEOUS EMISSION IN A SEMI-INFINITE
DIELECTRIC MEDIUM

One of the simplest systems in which SE can be studie
the one formed by semi-infinite planar media.31,33,65,66Unlike
in some other models,66 we do not consider the effect o
radiative damping in the oscillating electric dipole. We w
calculate the emission rate for only one atom with its tran
tion dipole moment oriented along prescribed directio
from which averaging over dipole moment orientations c
be trivially performed. We will apply a formalism similar to
the one in Sec. II to investigate enhancement and direct
ality effects. For that purpose, we will place the atom in
medium with dielectric constante and study the propagatio
of radiation towards the surface that separates this med
(z,0) from the vacuum (z.0) ~see insets of Figs. 1, 2, an
3!.

A. Spontaneous emission field

Let us start from Eq.~2!, taking into account the two-
dimensional translational symmetry of the surface that p

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Spontaneous emission probability no
malized to vacuum as a function of the angle of emission~see inset!
for an atom placed at the surface of a semi-infinite medium
dielectric constante with vacuum. The maximum emission occu
along the curvee5sin2u.
4-2
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FIG. 2. ~Color online! ~a! Spontaneous emis
sion probability normalized to vacuum for a
atom placed at a planar Al-vacuum interface, a
function of polar angle of emissionu and photon
energy\v. ~b! The same as~a! but when the
atom is placed inside Al at a distance of 20 n
from the surface of separation between media
n

q.
mits separating the photon momentumq in a two-
dimensional partQ parallel to the planez50, and its
perpendicular componentqz . We can express the Gree
function inside the medium described bye as

G~r !5
eik8r

r
5E dq

~2p!3

4p

q22k822 i01
eiq•r

5E dQ

~2p!2

2p

D8
e2D8uzueiQ•R, ~5!

where Q5(Qx ,Qy), R5(x,y), D85AQ22k822 i01, and
01 is an infinitesimally small positive real number.

Inserting Eq.~5! into Eq. ~2! and noticing that one can
20541
replace¹Wr by @ iQ,2D8sign(z2z8)# inside the integrand of
Eq. ~2!, one obtains

E~r !5E E dr 8
dQ

2pD8
eiQ•(R2R8)2D8uz2z8uF ik

c
j ~r 8!

2
1

ive
@ iQ,2D8sign~z2z8!#

3$ j ~r 8!•@ iQ,2D8sign~z2z8!#%G ,
wherer has been expressed in terms ofj using Eq.~1!, and
integration by parts has been performed.

Making use again of the dipole approximation and of E
~3!, we have
ed
nt

the
m

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Spontaneous emission
rate normalized to vacuum from an atom plac
near a semi-infinite medium of dielectric consta
e for different positions of the atom~see inset!.
Dashed curves show the emission towards
vacuum side, while solid lines represent the su
of the emission towards both sides~vacuum and
dielectric, i.e., the total emission!. The atom lies
inside the dielectric~vacuum! for z0,0 (z0

.0).
4-3
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E~r !5E dQ

2pD8
eiQ•R2D8(z2z0)

3Fk2d1
1

e
~ iQ,2D8!d•~ iQ,2D8!G .

Now, the field can be conveniently expressed in termss
and p polarization vectors,es5(1/Q)(2Qy ,Qx,0) and ep
5(i/k8Q)(D8Qx ,D8Qy , iQ2), as67

E~r !5E dQ~Eses1Epes!, ~6!

where

Es5
1

2pD8
eiQ•R2D8(z2z0)

k2

Q
~2dxQy1dyQx!,

Ep5
1

2pD8
eiQ•R2D8(z2z0)

ik

QAe
~D8dxQx1D8dyQy

1 iQ2dz!.

B. Far field in vacuum with the emitting atom
inside a dielectric

The Snell law guarantees conservation ofQx and Qy at
both sides of the surface, and onlyqz changes. The transmit
ted field components in vacuum are

Es
t 5tsEs ,

Ep
t 5tpEp , ~7!

wherets and tp are Fresnel’s transmission coefficients.13

Details of the integration overQ in the r→` limit are
given in Appendix A. The result for the Cartesian comp
nents of the far field in vacuum is the following:

Ex5k2
eikr

r S ts

Ae2sin2u
cosu sinwa

1
tpcosw

Ae

cos2u

Ae2sin2u
bD e2kAsin2u2euz0u, ~8a!

Ey5k2
eikr

r S ts

Ae2sin2u
cosucosw~2a!

1
tpsinw

Ae

cos2u

Ae2sin2u
bD e2kAsin2u2euz0u, ~8b!

Ez5k2
eikr

r S 2
tp

Ae

sinu cosu

Ae2sin2u
bD e2kAsin2u2euz0u, ~8c!
20541
-

where the transmission coefficients can be expressed in te
of the emission angleu as

ts5
2Ae2sin2u

Ae2sin2u1cosu
,

tp5
2Ae2sin2uAe

Ae2sin2u1ecosu
,

and

a5dxsinw2dycosu,

b5Ae2sin2u~dxcosu1dysinu!2dzsinu.

Finally, using the above expressions to calculateufu2, the
polar-angle dependent distribution of the transition rate
found to be

G~e,u!

G0
52 cos2uS 1

uAe2sin2u1cosuu2

1
ue2sin2uu1sin2u

uAe2sin2u1ecosuu2
D ue2kAsin2u2euz0uu2,

~9!

where G0 is the emission probability of the excited ato
placed in infinite vacuum, as given by Eq.~4! for e51.

In Fig. 1, we show the behavior of the emission probab
ity when the atom lies at the surface of a medium of r
dielectric constant. The emission is enhanced ife lies in the
range between 0 and 1, specially near the curvee5sin2u, as
shown in the figure. It should be noticed that within th
region of the figure that lies on the right-hand side w
respect to this curve the resulting emission field is made
evanescent waves inside the dielectric and propaga
waves in vacuum. Therefore, if the atom is located dee
inside the dielectric, the emission tends to be suppres
within that region, whereas the rate remains unchanged
the left-hand side of the mentioned curve. Near the curve,
maximum values of the enhancement are reached for s
values ofe, giving rise to a very concentrated emission ne
the surface normal.

In Fig. 2, we have placed the atom in aluminum. We u
tabulated optical data for the dielectric function of th
metal.68 The dependence of the dielectric constant on
transition wavelength reduces the enhancement to a s
range of frequencies, while the angular distribution sho
that the emission is concentrated in a region of appro
mately 15° around the surface normal. It should be stres
that the atom must be very close to the surface in orde
achieve large enhancements. In particular, in Fig. 2~b! the
distance from the atom to the surface is 20 nm, and
maximum rate has decreased by an order of magnitude.
4-4
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C. Far field in the medium containing the atom

The calculation of the far field in the dielectric mediu
follows the same lines as above. Propagation at large
tances will be possible only ife is real and positive. Then
the total field is the interference of the direct emission fro
the atom and the field reflected at the surface.

In the far field limit, the total electric field can be ex
pressed asE5f8eik8r /r , in analogy to the transmitted fiel
considered above. Proceeding in the same way as in the
ceding section, the probability of emission towards to diel
tric is found to be

G~e,u!

G0
5

1

2
e~21ur su21ur pu2

12Re@~r s2r pcos2u!e2ik8uz0u# !, ~10!

where the reflection coefficients take the form

r s5
Aecosu2A12e sin2u

Aecosu1A12e sin2u
,

r p5
cosu2AeA12e sin2u

cosu1AeA12e sin2u
,

and the polar angleu is referred to thenegative zaxis ~i.e., it
lies within the@0,p/2# interval!. In the case ofe51 there is
no reflection, so thatr s5r p50 and we recover the familia
expression of Sec. II.

We compare in Fig. 3 the angle-integrated probability
emission towards the vacuum side versus the total emis
rate for different values ofe and z0. One can observe th
interference between direct and reflected components o
total field as stated above, giving rise to oscillatory patte
with the atom-surface separationuz0u. For large values ofe,
the transmitted field is very weak on both ways. On the c
trary, small values ofe lead to large transmission near th
surface, as already anticipated in Fig. 1.

IV. SPONTANEOUS EMISSION MODIFIED BY
DIFFERENT GEOMETRIES

So far we have studied the SE of an atom interacting w
semi-infinite dielectric media. More complicated geometr
will offer the possibility of collimating and producing stron
enhancement or attenuation of the emission. In the follow
sections we will make a step further and focus on the beh
ior of the SE field in the presence of different nontrivi
geometries.

The electromagnetic field created by the atom will be o
tained in a similar way as in Sec. III. Let us start by Eq.~2!
and its analogous for the magnetic field. Using the dip
approximation and Eq.~3!, the direct electric and magneti
fields are found to be13
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Edir~r !5
eik8r

er 3
@~k82r 21 ik8r 21!d2~k82r 213ik8r 23!

3~d• r̂ ! r̂ #, ~11!

Hdir~r !52 ik
eik8r

r 2
~ ik8r 21!~ r̂3d!, ~12!

wherer is the spatial coordinate relative to the atom. No
the total field will be obtained numerically by means of t
BEM,62 which permits solving Maxwell’s equations exact
in the presence of arbitrarily shaped interfaces. The BE
consists in using interface charge and current distributi
that are solved self-consistently by invoking the custom
boundary conditions for the electromagnetic field. This
done at a discrete set of representative interface points.
ends up with a linear system of equations~the boundary
conditions! and unknowns~the interface charges and cu
rents!. The dimensionality of the problem is reduced by f
cusing on the interfaces, and by taking care of the fi
propagation by means of homogeneous media Green f
tions. In practice, the problem becomes one dimensiona
either axially symmetric geometries~for each azimuthal
number m) or in interfaces with translational symmetr
along a given direction. We will focus on axially symmetr
nanostructures and the fields given by Eqs.~11! and ~12!
provide the inhomogeneous part of the mentioned system
linear equations.62 We will show calculations for cases i
which the atomic electric dipole is oriented either parallel
perpendicular to the symmetry axis.

We will distinguish between direct and induced field
The latter are the result of scattering of the direct field at
interfaces, so that one can write

E~r !5Edir~r !1Eind~r !,

H~r !5Hdir~r !1H ind~r !.

with Edir(r ) andHdir(r ) given by Eqs.~11! and~12!, respec-
tively.

If the media under consideration are not absorbing~that
is, their dielectric constants are all real! the emission rateG
and the atomic decay rateGdecay take the same value. How
ever, in the presence of absorption not all photons are e
ted to the far field, and thereforeG,Gdecay. In any case, the
total power emitted by the atom can be obtained by assum
that the induced electric and magnetic fields are appro
mately uniform inside an infinitesimally small region su
rounding the atom~this assumption is reasonable when t
atom is not located right on an interface, in which case o
can always study the limit as the atom approaches the in
face!. The total emission probability can be calculated like
Eq. ~4! by integrating the Poynting vectorS derived from the
BEM over a spherical surface fully contained in the sa
medium of dielectric functione as the atom. One finds
4-5
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\Gdecay5
2c

4pvE dVr 2r̂•Re@E~r !3H* ~r !#5
r 2

2pkE dVReH 1

er 3 F2
ik

r 2
~ ik8r 11!$~k82r 21 ik8r 21!@ r̂•d3~ r̂3d* !#%G J

1
r 2

2pkE dVReH 2
ik

r 2
~ ik8r 11! r̂•@Eind~r !3~ r̂3d* !#e2 ik8rJ

1
r 2

2pkE dVReH eik8r

er 3
~k82r 21 ik8r 21! r̂•@d3H* ind~r !#J .
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The term containing the induced electric and magnetic fie
does not contribute when integrating over the solid angleV
due to the hypothesis that they are uniform in the vicinity
the atom. Taking the limitr→0 and denotingE(r50)5E0
we have

\Gdecay5
1

2pE dVk3Ae@ udu22ud• r̂ u2#1
1

2pE dV

3Re$2 i@~E0
ind

•d* !2~ r̂•d* !~ r̂•E0
ind!#%

1 lim
r→0

1

2pkE dVReH 21

er
r̂•@d3H* ind~r !#J .

The first term is the same one that appears in Sec. II.
integration of the second term is straightforward as well.
for the third, we need to expand the magnetic fie
H ind(r )5H0

ind1(r•¹W )H0
ind , since a uniform magnetic-field

gives no contribution to the emission probability, and ther
factor can still produce a finite contribution from the ma
netic field gradient. After some algebra, and making use
Ampère-Maxwell’s law, this third term become
(2/3)Im(d* •E0

ind), so that the total decay rate is found
be9,66

Gdecay5
4

3\
k3Aeudu21

4

3\
Im~d* •E0

ind!1
2

3\
Im~d* •E0

ind!

5Ge1
2

\
Im~d* •E0

ind!. ~13!

Here,Ge is the rate for the case where there is no induc
field, that is, the dipole is isolated in a medium of dielect
constante. This expression is very convenient and we ha
tested it by showing that the emission rate that it pred
agrees with the one obtained from the integral of the far-fi
Poynting vector when all materials under consideration h
real dielectric function.

The emission probabilities presented in the sections be
for arbitrary lossy materials are obtained by means of
far-field Poynting vector, which we have analyzed in angle
emission.
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V. FAR FIELD FOR TWO NANO-SPHERES

The electromagnetic characteristics of the system form
by two spheres have been widely studied, for example
interaction between them and the hence induced mult
scattering,70,71 the features of the system formed by two co
tacting spheres,72 the field-induced interaction force in tw
spheres,73 or the diffraction of electromagnetic waves.74

Nevertheless, we are not aware of any study of the beha
of the SE by an atom placed between two spheres which
very near from the other.

A big enhancement of the far-field emission can
achieved placing the electric dipole between two meta
spheres which are separated by a very small distance~a few
nm!. In this case the atom can induce some dipolar surf
charges on the spheres, giving rise to a strong modifica
of the field. To illustrate the fact that for absorbent med
G,Gdecay ~i.e., part of the decay is converted into emissi
and the rest is absorbed by the material!, we show in Fig. 4
both quantities for the two-sphere system.Gdecay has been
calculated from Eq.~13!, while for G we have used instea
the far-field Poynting vector. In Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! it is
shown this behavior when the dipole is placed between
gold spheres of 50 nm of radius. There are some wa
lengths, which coincide with the plasmon resonance of
material, for which the enhancement is dramatic, but only
the case where the dipole orientation is parallel to the ima

FIG. 4. ~Color online! Decay and far-field emission probabil
ties, normalized to vacuum, for an atom placed at a distancd
51 nm from the surface of two gold spheres of 50 nm of radius a
situated between them~see text for more details!.
4-6
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FIG. 5. ~Color online! ~a!
Spontaneous emission rate no
malized to vacuum for an atom
situated between two gold sphere
of radius 50 nm, and with its elec
tric dipole oriented parallel to the
line that crosses the center of th
spheres. Three different spher
separations are considered, so th
the distance from the atom to eac
of the spheres is 0.5, 1, or 2.5 nm
~the rate increases with decreasin
distance!. ~b! Same as~a! when
the dipole is oriented perpendicu
lar with respect to the one in~a!.
~c! ~d! Same as~a! and ~b!, re-
spectively, but with only one
sphere.
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nary line which goes from one sphere to the other. For
orientation perpendicular to this one it is given suppress
of the emission. This difference is due to the characteris
of the induced dipoles in the spheres; in the former case
add its contribution, while in the latter they cancel it.

It can also be seen that the enhancement is highly de
dent of the distance between spheres, growing dramatic
with it. Also the position of the maximum varies, althoug
slightly, with this parameter; it decreases when increasing
gap between spheres, until reaching a constant value of a
480 nm which corresponds to the case of only one sph
@Fig. 5~c!#. Note that in this last case this position does n
change when placing the atom at different distances of
sphere.

VI. FAR FIELD FOR GOLD NANORINGS

Next, we will apply our formalism to gold rings of sever
heights, as shown in the inset of Fig. 6. Recently it has b
shown69 that this kind of rings show infrared plasmon res
nances in the extinction cross-section spectrum which
due only to its shape, as they do not appear in solid disks
our study, the atom will be placed at several distances of
center of the ring. We calculate the probability emission
lated to the case in which there is only vacuum surround
the atom from the far field given by the boundary elem
method. Results are shown in Fig. 6, using tabulated opt
data for the dielectric function of Au.68

A strong enhancement of the emission is observed
some energies when the dipole is oriented perpendicula
the ring axis. This enhancement is maximum when the a
is in the center of the ring, decreasing with the height,
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being still considerable high even when the atom is ab
the ring. The wavelengths, at which the peaks occur, gr
with the height of the ring. On the other way, when t
dipole orientation is parallel to the ring axis, then a suppr
sion is observed, for no probability bigger than the one
the vacuum is given.

Concerning the directionality of the emission, in genera
has not been observed a strong collimation of the resul
field, so this kind of systems can be used in order to impro
the emission, but not for concentrate it within small angle

As it happened with the spheres, the directionality of t
radiation emitted for this system is approximately the sa
as for the single dipole without any interaction.

It should be noticed that for rings the effect is exactly t
opposite as for the spheres: suppression for dipole orie
tion along the revolution symmetry axis of the system a
enhancement for perpendicular orientation. So, with eit
one of these two systems we can amplify an arbitrary dipo
emission, as will be seen in the following section.

VII. FAR FIELD FOR GRATINGS

So far, we have studied systems in which the enhan
ment of the SE can be very high. Nevertheless, the o
main goal of this work, the collimation of the resulting fiel
has not been achieved neither for rings nor for sphe
although semi-infinite media already provided a way
doing this.

Recently,33,54,55 grating geometries have been applied
collimate different kinds of optical emissions. In this wo
we will construct a very simple axially symmetric gratin
formed by a certain number of grooves of cosine shape~see
4-7
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inset in Fig. 7!, which will give big directionality of the
emitted field. We will change the number of grooves, wh
maintaining fixed the groove periods, the groove heighth,
and the thickness of the filmb. We use the dielectric constan
for silver atl5600 nm (e521610.5i).68 All the geometri-
cal parameters will be expressed in terms of this wavelen
In this way, the results obtained here will be a conseque
mostly of the geometry when the grating material is made
a good metal, even if not perfect. Indeed, for other metal
like values of the dielectric constant~for example,e5225
1 i, which corresponds to silver and copper near 800 n!,
the directionality dependence withs/l is qualitatively the
same and quantitatively very similar~the results of Fig. 7 are
almost the same when this new value ofe is used!; hence,
one can conclude that the results can be extrapolated to
desired emission frequency just by changing the dimens
of the grating to the corresponding range of waveleng
~visible, infrared!. In particular, a similar type of grating
geometry is well known in the microwave anten
community.51,52

In Fig. 7 we show the ratio between the emission pro
ability for this system and the emission probability
vacuum, in terms of the ratio between the size of the gra
and the emission wavelength, and the polar angleu, in the
case in which there are 2, 5, and 10 grooves. Two poss
dipole orientations~parallel and perpendicular to the gratin
axial symmetry axis! are shown. For small distances betwe
the atom and the grating~less thans/20) the results are prac
tically equivalent. We show here the results when this d
tance iss/25.

FIG. 6. ~Color online! Emission probability normalized to
vacuum from an atom placed at the axis of a nano-ring of heigh
at a distancez from its center. The transition electric dipole is or
ented perpendicular to the ring axis. The three peaks correspo
different values ofh ~see labels!. Within each peak, the values ofz
are ~from the top to the bottom! 0, 6, 12, 24, 48, and 96 nm
respectively.
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The first effect that is clearly seen is that there is a stro
collimation for a very defined set of frequencies for bo
orientations of the dipole. When the dipole is parallel to t
axis, the maximum wavelength increases with the numbe
grooves, while for the case in which the dipole is perpe
dicular to the axis the maximum is nearly independent of
number of grooves, being situated aroundl/s51.1. For the
first case, as the emission is suppressed atu50, the angle at
which the emission peak occurs decreases as well with
creasing the number of grooves; for a dipole perpendicula
the axis, this maximum occurs always atu50. Interestingly,
the emission is concentrated within a very small range
polar angles, and this range is decreasing dramatically as
number of grooves is bigger.

The dependence of the results on the geometrical par
eters of the grating is shown in Fig. 8 for the case in wh
the grating consists of five grooves. We choose to make
comparisons in the case of a perpendicular dipole to the s
metry axis, because the value ofl/s at which the maximum
emission is achieved does not depend appreciably on
number of grooves. Maintaining the period of the grooves
fixed, it can be seen that the role of the groove heighth is

to

FIG. 7. ~Color! ~a! Angle-resolved emission probability for a
atom located in the center of a silver grating consisting of t
axially symmetric grooves. The intensity has been integrated o
azimuthal directions and normalized to the total emission proba
ity in the absence of the grating,G0. The transition dipole momen
d is taken perpendicular to the grating axis. The grating has cos
like profile with parametersh50.2s and b50.6s, whereh is the
groove depth,s is the groove pitch, andb is the thickness of the film
~see inset, not to scale!. The atom is located at a distance 0.0s
above the silver surface. The emission wavelength isl5600 nm.
~b! Same as~a!, for d parallel to the axis of symmetry.~c!-~d! Same
as ~a! and ~b!, respectively, but for five grooves~this is the geom-
etry actually plotted in the inset!. ~e!-~f! Same as~a! and ~b!, re-
spectively, but for 10 grooves.~b!, ~d!, and~f! should be multiplied
by a factor 3 in order to get the actual emission probability.
4-8
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FIG. 8. ~Color online! Dependence of the
emission probability on the geometric paramete
for an atom placed in the center of an axial
symmetric grating consisting of five grooves~see
inset!. The dipole is oriented perpendicularly t
the symmetry axis.~a!–~c! Dependence with the
height of the grooves within the main resonan
@l/s51.1, see Fig. 7~c!# and outside it (l/s
50.9 and 1.3), respectively.~d! Dependence with
the depth of the lower part of the grating at res
nance.„e… Dependence with the distance betwe
the atom and the grating, under resonance con
tions. The parameters that are not changed t
the same values as in Fig. 7 (h50.2s, b50.6s,
and atom height equal to 0.04s).
s

n

s in

ng
le.
FIG. 9. ~Color online! Logarithm of the electric field strength
near a five-groove silver grating under the same conditions a
Fig. 7~c! ~transition dipole perpendicular to axis of symmetry! for a
wavelengthl5600 nm. The angular distribution of the emissio
intensity is shown in the upper left corner in linear scale.
20541
in
FIG. 10. ~Color online! Logarithm of the electric field strength

near a five-groove silver grating under the same conditions a
Fig. 7~d! ~transition dipole parallel to axis of symmetry! for a wave-
length l5600 nm. The angular distribution of the correspondi
emission intensity is shown in the upper left corner in linear sca
4-9
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crucial, as the angle resolution can be strongly modified w
a slight variation of its value. Withh50.2s we get both a
maximum of the emission and a minimum in the peak wid
@Fig. 8 ~a!#. This value ofh also seems to be the most acc
rate for values ofl/s situated outside the resonance@Figs.
8~b! and 8~c!#. On the contrary, the thickness of the filmb is
almost irrelevant when studying the upwards emission~small
values ofu), as can be seen in Fig. 8~d!. Finally, placing the
atom at a higher distance from the grooves maximizes
total emission, while losing directionality, as the obtain
peaks are wider@Fig. 8~e!#.

The properties of the field in the vicinity of the grating a
shown in Figs. 9 and 10, for two possible orientations of
atomic electric dipole, for a grating composed of fi
grooves, and for the values ofl/s which provide the maxi-
mum far-field emission. In both figures, the largest p
shows the relevant distance at which focusing begins, w
the small ones show the regions closer to the emitter
straightforward comparison can be made between the lar
plot and the angular far-field pattern, shown in the upper
part of the figures.

Although the enhancement itself is not very importa
~the maximum for ten gratings is a factor 160 for paral
dipole and 50 for perpendicular!, one can combine this ge
ometry with the ones discussed in preceding sections, so
the main goal of strong emission enhancement and focu
emission can be obtained simultaneously. Therefore, in
11 we show the results of the far-field emission under re
nance conditions for a ten-groove grating when adding to
latter a silver sphere in the case of the dipole parallel to
axis, and a small silver torus in the case of the dipole p
pendicular to the axis. The emission is enhanced by a fa
of 60 in the first case, while the enhancement is smalle
the second one, mainly because of the reduced dimensio
the torus that can fit into the system.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The modification of the light emission from excited atom
by means of the interaction of the SE field with the enviro

FIG. 11. ~Color online! ~a! Polar-angle dependence of the spo
taneous emission probability under the resonance conditions of
7~f! (l/s51.01), adding a silver sphere to the system in which
dipole is along the symmetry axis of the grating, which is form
by 10 grooves.~b! Same as~a!, but adding a silver torus to the
system in which the dipole is oriented perpendicular to the sym
try axis of the grating. The resonance conditions of Fig. 7~e! (l/s
51.1) are fulfilled.
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ment has been studied in the presence of several com
geometries that lead to global enhancement of the emis
rate or marked directionality of the emission field.

If the atom is placed at the planar surface of a mater
the emission is focused along directions of emission rela
to the surface normal that depend on the material dielec
function e,31,33 and in particular, the emission is directe
along the surface normal for vanishinge ~Fig. 1!. For ab-
sorbing materials such as aluminum, this strong direction
ity takes place only at wavelengths near the bulk plasm
resonance~Fig. 2!, and therefore such a simple device cou
be used as a filter or as a lens, in clear analogy to the n
field lenses recently proposed by Pendry.75

Nanostructured, finite objects can also be used to mo
the SE in the same fashion. With the help of the bound
element method for arbitrary shape geometries,62 we have
calculated the SE rate from an excited atom situated n
structures of this kind for different orientations of the ass
ciated atomic electric dipole. Remarkable global enhan
ment of the emission has been found near plasmon reson
frequencies in gold spheres~Fig. 5! and nano-rings~Fig. 6!.
Also, strong directionality of the emission has been fou
when the atom is located near a grating.33,51,52Axially sym-
metric gratings made of real silver metal have been explo
In this case, the SE field can be collimated around the gra
axis within an angular window of 5°~Figs. 9 and 10!. Com-
bining some of the above geometries~e.g., gratings and
spheres or rings! both effects of directionality and enhanc
ment are present simultaneously in the resulting SE far fi
~Fig. 11!.

The present work provides new means for obtaining em
sion antennas by exploring the directionality phenomena
cussed above. We also hope that it can stimulate the us
nanostructures to modify the electromagnetic field in
near-field domain, and as a consequence, in the far-field
duced by localized sources, not only in the case of SE.
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APPENDIX: INTEGRATION OF THE FAR-FIELD
COMPONENTS IN PLANAR INTERFACES

The integration of the field given by Eqs.~7! and ~6! is
carried out in this appendix to yield Eq.~8!.

Expanding Eq. ~7!, the transmitted electric field in
vacuum takes the form

E~r !5E dQE~Q!eiQ•R2Dz2D8uz0u, ~A1!

where the Cartesian components ofE(Q) are given by

ig.
e

e-
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Ex~Q!5
ts

2pD8

k2

Q2
~dxQy

22dyQxQy!

2
tp

2p

D

D8

1

Q2Ae
~D8dxQx

21D8dyQxQy

1 iQ2dzQx!,

Ey~Q!5
ts

2pD8

k2

Q2
~2dxQxQy1dyQx

2!

2
tp

2p

D

D8

1

Q2Ae
~D8dxQxQy1D8dyQy

2

1 iQ2dzQy!,

Ez~Q!52
tp

2pD8Ae
~ iD8dxQx1 iD8dyQy2Q2dz!,

D5AQ22k22 i01, and tp and ts are Fresnel’s plane-wav
transmission coefficients.13

The integration of Eq.~A1! can be made in two steps. Th
first one is the integration over the angular coordinate ofQ,
which gives rise to Bessel functions76 according to the rule
provided in Table I.

TABLE I. Values ofI 5*dwQP(Qx ,Qy)e
iQ•R for different poly-

nomialsP(Qx ,Qy). We denoteJm[Jm(QR).

P(Qx ,Qy) I

1 2pJ0

Qx 2ipQ coswJ1

Qy 2ipQ sinwJ1

Qx
2 pQ2(cos2w(2J21J0)1sin2w(J21J0))

QxQy 2pQ2coswsinwJ2

Qy
2 pQ2(cos2w(J21J0)1sin2w(2J21J0))
. A

be

20541
The remaining integral in Q can be done analytically
the r→` limit. The Bessel functions can be approximated
this limit as76

Jm~QR!'
1

2A2pQR
~ei(QR2p/42mp/2)1e2 i(QR2p/42mp/2)!.

~A2!

Here, the emission angle enters viaR5r sinu, z
5r cosu. The positive exponential in Eq.~A2! takes the
form

eiQRe2Dz5ei f (Q)r ,

where

f ~Q!5Q sinu1Ak22Q2cosu

5k1a~Q2Q0!21O~Q2Q0!3,

a521/(2k cos2u), andQ05k sinu is such thatf 8(Q0)50
~stationary phase approximation77!. The negative exponentia
does not lead to a stationary phase, and therefore, it ca
disregarded.

The integral overr can then be approximated as

E
0

Qmax
dQF~Q!ei f (Q)r'F~Q0!eikrE

2Q0

Qmax2Q0
dQQ8eiaQ82r ,

which in ther→` limit leads to

E
0

Qmax
dQF~Q!ei f (Q)r →

r→`

F~Q0!eikr~12 i!Apk
r cosu.

SubstitutingQ by Q05k sinu one readily obtains Eq.~8!.
The results of Sec. III C~direct and reflected part! are ob-
tained by usingQ05kAesinu.
ett.
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